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EXISTENCE OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONS

OF NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS*1 )

BY

R. KANNAN

ABSTRACT.  The nonlinear differential equation x" = f(t, x(t)), f being

22T-periodic in t, is considered for the existence of 27T-periodic solutions.  The

equation is reduced to an equivalent system of two Hammerstein equations.   The

case of nonlinear perturbation at resonance is also discussed.

1. Introduction.   In this paper we study the existence of 27r-periodic

solutions of the nonlinear differential equation

(1) x"=Kt,xit))

where jc(i) = (jc,(i), x2it),. . . , xn(t)) and / is 27r-periodic (without loss of gen-

erality) in t. This paper has been motivated by the recent papers of Loud [10],

Lazer and Sanchez [8], Leach [9] and others in nonlinear ordinary differential

equations and by the works of Cesari [2] and Hale [4] in alternative problems

for nonlinear differential systems.

Equations of the type

(2) Ex = Nx

over a Hilbert space 5, where F is a linear differential operator with preassigned

homogeneous boundary conditions such that the null space of E is nontrivial and

N: S —*■ S is a nonlinear monotone operator, i.e., (Nx - Ny, x - y) > 0 for all

x,y ES, were considered in [3]. Equation (2) was reduced to an equivalent

system of two equations. One of the equations was over the complement of the

null space of E and the other was over the null space of F. This Lyapunov-Schmidt

technique of splitting a nonlinear differential equation into an equivalent system

of two equations was extensively studied in terms of functional analysis by

Cesari, and this work was continued by Hale and others. It has found a wide

variety of applications to both ordinary and partial differential equations. For a

detailed survey of this technique and its applications one is referred to Cesari [2],
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Hale [4], [5]. Our aim in this paper is to continue the technique developed in

[3] and apply it to equations of type (1) where the nonlinear Nemytskii operator

(Nx)(t) = f(t, x(t)) is not monotone.

In this paper we point out how the reduced equivalent system of two equa-

tions can be considered as equations of Hammerstein type. We then draw upon

the results on existence of solutions of nonlinear operator equations of Hammer-

stein type. We would like to point out, however, that throughout this paper we

are making the hypothesis that the operator N defined by Nx(t) = f(t, x(f)) is

defined over the whole Hubert space S. In the case when the domain of defini-

tion of N is not the whole of S the technique as presented in this paper needs to

be modified to include a wider class of nonlinearities. These details will be dis-

cussed in a subsequent paper.

In §2, we outline the general theory for an abstract equation of type (2)

thereby obtaining the equivalent system of two equations. These equations are

called the auxiliary and bifurcation equations.  §3 of this paper deals with the

solvability of the auxiliary equation. We apply here a variant of the Schauder

principle of invariance of domain. The continuous dependence on the parameter

is the subject of study in §4. We show in §5 that the bifurcation equation can

be solved by using results from the theory of monotone operators. In particular

we consider nonlinear differential equations of the type Eu + pu = Nu where p

G (Xm, Xm + ! ),  Xm and Xm +1 being two consecutive eigenvalues of the associated

boundary value problem. This leads to the case of nonlinear perturbation at res-

onance. Hence, after summarizing the results of the earlier section in §6, we con-

sider in §7 a nonlinear differential equation of the type Eu + hi = Nu where N

is a nonlinear operator and X is an eigenvalue of the associated boundary value

problem. We conclude the paper with some examples in §8.

2. Outline of the general theory. We consider the problem of existence of

27T-periodic solutions of period 2it in t of the system of equations

(1) x"=f(t,x(t)),

x(t) = (Xi(t), . . . , x„(f)), /: R x Rn —► R" is a function with f(t + 2tt, x) =

fit.x).

Let S be the real Hubert space of all «-vector functions x(t) = (xl,... ,xn),

0<t<2n,xE(L2 [0, 2ît])". Let SE denote the linear subspace of S of all x

G S which are absolutely continuous together with the derivative x' and with x"

G (L2 [0, 2îr])n, x(0) = x(2?r), x'(0) = x'(2tt). Let E: SE -* S be defined by

Ex = x". And let N: S —► S be the Nemytskii operator defined by (Ax)(i) =

f(t, x(r)). In this paper we will assume that the hypotheses on / are such that

N: S -► S.
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The linear associated problem Ex + Xx = 0, with boundary conditions jc(0)

= x(2ir), x'(0) = x'(2tt) has a countable system of eigenvalues Xf with correspond-

ing eigenfunctions {(/?,-}, which form a complete orthonormal system in S.  Also

we have Xf > 0 and X,- —>•<».  Let P: S —► S0 be the projection operator with

S0 = {</>,, . . . , ym}, so that if x = Sj'Cj-v',- G S then Px = "Lmct*p¡, where m is

a number > 1 to be suitably chosen.  Let Sx = (I- P)S and let H: Sx —► Sx be

the linear operator defined by Hx = -S^ + jCyXrV/ for * = ^m + i0/^/ e 5i> m

being such that Xm + x > 0.

With these notations we see that

(3) H(I-P)Ex s» (/-?>:     for jc G 5^,

(4) EH(I-P)Nx = iI-P)Nx  for x ES,

(5) PEx = EPx foixESE.

Equation (1) can now be written as

(2) Ex = Nx.

If x G SE satisfies (2), then, by applying H(I - P) and by force of (3), we obtain

(/ - P)x = H(I - P)Nx and thus a solution x G SE of (2) is also a solution of

(6) x-HiI-P)Nx=Px.

And if jc is a solution of (6), by applying F to both sides of (6) we have, by vir-

tue of (4) and (5),

Ex~iI-P)Nx = EPx = PEx  or  Ex-Nx = P(Ex-Nx).

Thus a solution of (6) is a solution of (2) if and only if

(7) P(Ex-Nx) = 0.

Thus we conclude that solving equation (2) is equivalent to solving the system of

equations (6) and (7).

Let now x* be any arbitrary element of S0. If the equation

(8) x-HQ-P)Nx = x*

is uniquely solvable for each x* ES0, then the solution x is such that Px = x*.

And PEx = EPx = Ex*. Thus equation (7) reduces to

(9) FiV[7 - H(I - P)N] ~1x*-Ex* = 0.

Hence if equation (8) is uniquely solvable for each x* ES0, solving equation (1)

is equivalent to solving the system of equations (8) and (9). Equations (8) and

(9) are called the auxiliary and bifurcation equations, respectively.
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3. Solvability of the auxiliary equation (8). We now consider the solvabil-

ity of the auxiliary equation (8). We first recall that if x = S^Cj-V, G S then

~H(I-P)x = 2?lm + 1c,X7V, and, as observed in [2] and [3], we have

(10) {-H(I-F)x, x)>\m + x Ihf7(/ - F)x II2

and

(11) h-H(I-P)xl<X¿+xhl

Also -H(I - P): S —► S is linear and compact. Thus if the operator N: S—* S

is continuous and bounded (i.e., N takes bounded sets into bounded sets), then

-H(I - P)N: S —*■ S is compact. Hence (8) reduces to an equation of the type

(/ + T)x = x* where T: S —► S is compact. We now state the following lemma

which is a variant of the Schauder principle of invariance of domain.

Lemma 1.  IfT:S—*Sis compact, (I + T) is one-to-one and (I+Tf1 is

bounded (i.e., there exists a continuous function k: R+ —*R+ such that if

(I + T)u = v then Hull < /V(llull)), then for each vES there exists exactly one

solution uES of the equation (I + T)u = v.

The proof of the lemma may be seen in Nagumo [12].

Proposition 1.  If the Nemytskii operator N defined by (Nx)(t) = fit, x(t))

is such that N: S —*■ S and

(i) A^ is continuous and bounded,

(ii) there exist p, m > 0 such that for all u, vES

<Nu-Nu,u-v»-pkt-vf,        P<Am + i'

then the operator [I - H(I - P)N]_1 is bounded and the auxiliary equation (8)

has a unique 2n-periodic solution in S for each x* ES0.

Proof.  By virtue of the above lemma, it suffices to prove that / - H(I - F)N

is one-to-one and [/ - H(I - F)N]-1 is bounded. If possible let

u -H(I-F)Nu = v-H(I-F)Nv,    u.vES.

Then, by (10),

<Nu-Nv,u-v) = -(Nu-Nv, -H(I - FyNu + H(I - P)Nv)

<-Xm + 1 Ihr7(7 -P)Nu + H(I-P)Nvf

= -Xm + 1 IIm-uII2.

But this contradicts hypothesis (ii) of the proposition. Thus [I - H(I - P)N] is

one-to-one.

Now let [I-H(I-P)N]'lw = u, IwKR.  Then, by (10),
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Xm +1 Ihv - u II2 = XTO + ! \l-H(I-P)Nu II2

<m,-HiI-P)Nu)

= <Nu,w-u)

= -(Nw-Nu, w -u) + (Nw, w-u).

By hypothesis (ii) we have now

Xm + 1Hw-ull2 <pllw-«ll2 + <Nw, w-u).

Thus ÇKm + x - p)hv - «II2 < llA/wll llw - ul, and hence II«II < llw II +

(Xm + j - p)_1 llA/w II. Since AT is bounded and p<\m + x,it follows that h II <

AiR) if llwII <F, i.e., [/ -H(I-P)N]~l is bounded.

We now apply the lemma and conclude that the auxiliary equation (8) has

a unique solution for each x* G S0. This proves Proposition 1.

4. Continuity of [I - //(/ - FJA7]-1. The two lemmas of this section show

the continuity of [I- H(I-P)N]~l under two distinct hypotheses.

Lemma 2. Let 0 < t <\m + x be such that iNu -Atoll <ill« - ull, u,vES.

Then [I - H(I - P)N]_1 is continuous.

Proof.  Let [7-/Y(/-FVV]-1x* = «and [I-H(I-P)N]-ly* = v. Then,

by (11) and the hypothesis of the lemma, we have

llu — t»il = Ifjc* -y*) - i-HiI-P)Nu + H(I - P)Nv) II

< Ibc* -y*l + h-HQ-P)iNu - JVu)l

<llx*-^*ll + rx-1+1ll«-ull.

Then, II« - ull < (1 - tX^+Jh* -y*ï and this proves the lemma.

Lemma 3.   Let N: S—* S be such that

(i) there exists p < XOT+x such that, for au u, vES, (Nu - Nv, u-v)>

-plb-ull2;

(ii) there exists q>0 such that p>q>\m and (Nu - Nv, x* -y*) <

n? Ibc* - y* II2, for all x*,y* E SQ and u, v the solutions of the auxiliary equation

(8) corresponding to x* and y*.

Then [I - H(I - P)N] "1 is continuous.

Proof. Let « -HiI-P)Nu = jc*, and v-HQ-P)Nv = y*. Then

<Nu -Nv,u-v) + <Nu- Nv, -//"(/ - P)Nu + HQ - P)Nv> = <A^ - Nv, x* - y*).

By hypothesis (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3, and by (10) we have

-pll«-ull2 +Xm + 1 \\-HiI-P)[Nu-Nv] II2 <-qIbc*-y*II2.
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Thus

K +1 >W - P) [Nu - Nv] II2 < p llu - u II2 - q h* -y* II2

= pKx*-y*)-(-H(I-P)[Nu-Nv])\\2-qh*-y*\\2.

Since x* -y* and -H(I - P)[Nu - Nv] are orthogonal we have,

Xm +, \\-H(I - P) [Nu - Nv] \\2<(p- q) h* - y * f + p hW - P) [Nu - Nv] !l2.

Hence, (Xm + 1 - p)\\-H(I - P)[Nu - Nv] II2 < (p - q)\\x* -y*\\2. Also II« - ull <

Ibc* -7*11 + \\-H(I-P)[Nu -Nv] II. The above two inequalities together imply

that [I - H(I - P)N]~l is continuous.

5.  Solvability of the bifurcation equation (9). We now consider the solv-

ability of the bifurcation equation

(9) PN[I-H(I-P)N]~1x*-Ex* = 0.

This equation, by virtue of the continuity and boundedness of both N and [/ -

H(I - P)N]_1, could be discussed by using known results from the Leray-Schauder

theory.  However, we shall apply instead a well-known result from the theory of

nonlinear monotone operators.

Proposition 2.  Let the Nemytskii operator defined by (Ax)(r) =f(t, x(t))

be such that N: S —-> S, and

(i) A^ is continuous and bounded;

(ii)  there exists \m <P<Xm + \ such that, for all u, vES, (Nu - Nv,

u -v)> -p\\u - v\\2;

(iii)  there exists q such that \m<q <pand,forallx*,y*ES0,(Nu-Nv,

x* -y*) < -gibe* -y*\\2 where u, v are the solutions of the auxiliary equation

corresponding to x*,y*.

Then the bifurcation equation (9) has a unique solution.

Proof.   Uniqueness of the solution of (9). We note that (i) and (ii) guar-

antee the solvability of the auxiliary equation and the uniqueness of the solution.

LetPA'r[/-i/(/-P)AT1x* -Ex* = PN[I-H(I-P)N]~1y*-Ey*. Thus,

Ex* -Ey* = PN[I-H(I-P)N]-1x* -PN[I-H(I-P)tf\~ly*,

or

<£x* -Ey*,x* -y*) = <PNu -PNv, x* -y*),

where [/-H(I-P)N]~lx* = u, [I-H(I-P)N]~ly* = v. Thus,by (iii)

(Ex* -Ey*,x* - y*) = (Nu -Nv,x* - y*> <-qfo*- v*«2.
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But if jc* = VmctP¡, then (Ex*, x*) > -\m Ibc* II2. Hence,

-XJlx*-j*ll2<-T7|bc*-_u*ll2,

which contradicts the hypothesis that q > Xm. Thus the uniqueness of the solu-

tion to the bifurcation equation is proved.

Existence of a solution of (9). Let Tx : S0 —> S0 be defined by

Txx* = Ex* -PNyl-Hil-py^^x*.

The bifurcation equation reduces to Txx* — 0. Let jc*, y* be any two elements

of S0 and let u, v E S be such that

[I-H(I-P)N]-lx* = u,        [I-H(I-P)N]~ly*=v.

The existence of «, v is guaranteed by hypotheses (i), (ii) and Proposition 1.

Now

(Txx* - Txy*,x* -y*) = (Ex* -Ey*,x* -y*)-<PNu -PNv, x* -y*)

> -Xm Ibc* -y* II2 - (Nu - Nv, x* -y*>

= -\mfo*-y*\\2+qhc*-y*P

= (q-\m)h*-y*\\2.

Since q > Xm, Tx: SQ —► S0 is strictly monotone. Also, Tx is continuous since

N and [I - H(I - P)N] ~x are so and F is a continuous operator on the finite-

dimensional space S0. Finally, it can be derived from (12) that Tx is coercive,

i.e., (Txx*, je*)/lbc*ll —*■ °° as Ibc* II —* °°. Hence, by the well-known theorem of

Minty [11] on strictly monotone operators, the bifurcation equation is uniquely

solvable.

6. Theorem 1. Let the Nemytskii operator defined by (A/x)(r) = fit, x(r))

be such that N: S —* S, and

(i) / is 2n-periodic in t;

(ii) N: S —*■ S is continuous and bounded;

(iii) there exist p, q, m such that m2 < q < p < im + l)2;

(iv) for all u, v E S, (Nu - Nv, u-v)>-ph-vf;

(v) for all u,vES,(Nu- Nv, x* -y*) < -q\\x* -y*\\2 where u and v

are the solutions of the auxiliary equation corresponding to x*, y*.

Then the equation x" = fit, jc(i)) has a unique 2ir-periodic solution.

Actually it is enough to know that (v) is true for all jc*, y* E S0, and «, v

corresponding solutions of the auxiliary equation (8).

By virtue of Lemma 2 we have, with the same symbols as above,
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Corollary 1.  Let N: S —*■ S be such that

(i)   ¡Nu -Atoll <p¡u- vl, u,vES,p<im + I)2;

(ü) (Nu - Nv, x* -y*) < -q Ibc* - y* II2, for allu.vES, m2 <q <p and

Pu = x*,Pv = y*.

Then the equation x" = fit, jc(í)) has a unique 2n-periodic solution.

7.  Case of resonance. As is seen from the proofs of the existence of a sol-

ution to the bifurcation equation (§5), the condition q > \m is important. When

q = Xm, we have the case of perturbation at resonance. More generally, we are

interested in considering the existence of a solution to the nonlinear differential

equation

(12*) x" + \mx=fit,xit)),

where /: R x R" —*■ Rn is a function which is 27r-periodic in t and \m is an

eigenvalue of the associated homogeneous boundary value problem. The question

of the existence of a 27r-periodic solution to (12') is the topic of discussion of

this section. We give below a class of nonlinear perturbations / for which equa-

tion (12*) has at least one 27r-periodic solution. As will be obvious from the na-

ture of the proof, the method is powerful to treat various classes of nonlineari-

ties.

Theorem 2.   Let f: R x Rn —*R" be a function which is 2-n-periodic in

t. Let the Nemytskii operator (Afx)(r) = fit, jc(r)) be such that

(1) M:S^-S = iL2[Q,2tt])n,

(2) M is continuous and bounded,

(3) M is monotone, Le., (Mu - Mv, u -v)>0, for all u, vES,

(4) there exists R>0 such that (Mu, x*) < 0, for all x* satisfying Ibc* II =

R and u is the solution of the auxiliary equation corresponding to x*.

Then the equation

(13) x"+\mx = fit,xit))

has at least one 2-n-periodic solution.

Proof. If we write (13) in the form Fjc = Aft, we have (A/x)(i) = -Xmx

+ fit, x(r)), Fjc = x" with 2;r-periodicity boundary conditions, and we have the

corresponding system (8), (9).

Solvability of the auxiliary equation (8). This equation can be rewritten as

in [3]:

0 G [-Hil-PjY^x - jc*) + Aft.

Setting y = jc - jc*, the equation reduces to
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oer2v= l-W!-F)r1(y)+ifx.<y),

where Nx*(y) = N(y + x*). For yx = -H(I-P)zx,y2 =-H(I- P)z2, we have

from (10),

<T2yl-T2y2,yl -y2)= fc, -z2,-H(I-P)zx +H(I-P)z2)

(14) +<rK(yi +x*) + K(?2 +**)»* -^2>

+ vWy1-My2,v,-^2>

>^ + i-^m)lbi-^2«2-

Thus T2 is strongly monotone and hence, coercive. Also, by Brezis, Crandall, and

Pazy [1], T2 can be seen to be maximal monotone. Thus, T2 is a maximal mono-

tone, coercive operator. Hence the auxiliary equation is solvable for each x* G

50 and by virtue of the strong monotonicity of T2, the solution is unique. As

proved in § §3 and 4, [/ - H(I - P)N]_1 is continuous and bounded.

Solvability of the bifurcation equation (9). The bifurcation equation (9) can

be rewritten as

x +P[E-I-PN(I-H(I-P)N)-1]x* = 0.

This equation is of the type (/ + T3)x* = 0, where T3: S0—* S0 is compact.

Let G denote the set {x* G S0: llx* IK ß} and let f G [0,1). We now show

that the equation x* + zT3x* = 0 cannot have a solution on {x* G 50: llx*ll =

R}. The case t = 0 is obvious. If t G (0, 1) and x* + tT3x* = 0 where llx*ll =

R, then

(15) <r3x*. x*> + t(T3x*, T3x*> = 0.

But <T3x*, x*) = <Fx*, x*> - llx* II2 - (PNu, x*) where u= [I-H(I- P)N] _1x*

and therefore Pu = x*. Thus

<7-3x*,x*)> -Xm llx* II2 - llx* II2 + <Xra«, x*) - <Mu, x*>

= -llx*ll2-<Mu, x*)

> -llx* II2,   by hypothesis (4).

Thus by (15), 0 > -llx*II2 + rllr3x*ll2. Also x* + tT3x* = 0 implies 0 > -llx*II2

+ lbf*ll2/f, i.e., x* = 0. Thus x* G G, which is a contradiction. Hence, the equa-

tion x* + tT3x* = 0,tE [0, 1) does not have a solution on {x* G SQ: llx*II =

R}.

By the Leray-Schauder theory we conclude that x* + T3x* = 0 has a solu-

tion in G. This completes the proof of the theorem.

Corollary 2.  Let fand M be the same as in Theorem 2 and let M be

such that
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(i)  M: S -* S,
(ii) M is continuous and bounded,

(iii)  <M« - Mv, u-v)>-p\\u -v\\2, where p < Xm + x - Xm,

(iv) there exists R > 0 such that (Mu, x*) < 0 for all x* satisfying Ibc* II =

R and u is the solution of the auxiliary equation corresponding to x*.

Then the equation x" + Xmjc = f(t, jc(í)) has at least one 2n-periodic solu-

tion.

Proof of Corollary 2.  The proof will be similar to that of Theorem 2.

It should be noted that the weaker hypothesis (iii) of the corollary is adequate to

ensure that T2, in the proof of the solvability of the auxiliary equation of Theo-

rem 2, is strictly monotone, as is clear from (14).

8. Examples. We conclude this paper by presenting some applications of

our theorems. As a first example let us consider the following periodically per-

turbed conservative system:

jc" + gradG(jc) = pit)

where pit) E (I2 [0, 27r])" and is 27r-periodic in t and G is C2(F", R). Clearly,

with the boundary conditions jc(0) = jc(27t) and jc'(0) = jc'(27t), this problem can

be treated as a case of perturbation at resonance with Xm = 0. We now obtain:

Theorem 3. Let G E C2iRn, R) be such that, for all a E R",

M2I <ql< (a2G(a)/9x/3jc/.) < pi < (M + l)2/

where M is an integer.  Then the nonlinear differential equation

(16) x" + grad Gix) = pit)

has a unique 2n-periodic solution.

Proof. With the usual symbols, let N: 5 —> S be defined by (A/Jc)(r) =

-grad G(jc) + p(t). Clearly N: S —► S is continuous and bounded. Xm may be

treated as 0. Thus S0 is the space of all constant functions. The auxiliary prob-

lem jc - HQ - P)Nx = x* can be rewritten as x+ LNxx = L(pit)) where Nxx =

Nx + px, p being a suitably chosen number between p and q and L is a linear

operator. It can be shown, by the Schauder principle of invariance of domain as

in Proposition 1, that the auxiliary problem has a unique solution for each x* E

S0 and further that Ibc -jc* Il < A, A being independent of jc*. In order to show

that (16) has at least one solution, it remains to prove as in the earlier theorems

that (Nx, x*) < 0 for all x* satisfying Ibc* II = R.  Now

(Nx, x*) = <-grad Gix), x*) + (pit), x*).
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Also

(grad G(x), x*> = (grad G(x*), x*) + <grad G(x) - grad G(x*), x*)

> qllx*II2 - «grad G(x) -grad G(x*)ll llx*II

> a llx* II2-p¿ llx* II.

Thus there exists ß > 0 such that (Nx, x*) < 0 for all x* satisfying llx* II = R.

Hence (16) has at least one solution. The uniqueness of the solution follows from

the fact that if x, and x2 are any two solutions of (16) then y = xx - x2 satis-

fies y" + B(t)y = 0, where B(t) is obtained from grad G(xt) - grad G(x2) by the

mean value theorem. Now using the fact that ql < (32G(a)/9x,9x;) < pi, we can

prove that y = 0.

Remarks. This problem was earlier considered by Lazer and Sanchez [8]

who proved that it has a solution. In particular, the following result of Leach

[9], which is obtained by a different technique and generalizes a result of Loud

[10], may be seen to be a particular case of the above theorem:

Let g(x) E C1 with g(0) = 0 and let there exist an integer « such that, for

allx, «2 <g'(x) < (« + l)2. Then if e(f) be 27r-periodic, there exists at most

one 27T-periodic solution of x" + g(x) = e(t).

We now consider the variant of problem (15) where grad G(x) is replaced

by a bounded nonlinear function. Lazer and Leach [7] considered the nonlin-

ear differential equation

(16) x" + «2x + «(x) = p(t)

for the existence of 27r-periodic solutions. By an application of Theorem 2, or

more specifically, Corollary 2 we can now conclude (cf. Theorem 3.1 of Lazer

and Leach [11]),

Theorem 4. Let h(x) be such that

(i)   h(x)\<Mforallrealx,

(ii) 0<«'(x)<p<Xm + 1 -Xm = (m + l)2 -m2 = 2m + 1,

(iii) there is some R > 0 such that (-h(x) + p(i), x*) < 0, for all x* satis-

fying llx* II = R and x is the solution of the auxiliary equation corresponding to x*.

Then the nonlinear differential equation x" + m2x + h(x) ■ p(t) has a

unique 2-n-periodic solution.

Proof. The existence of a 27r-periodic solution may be seen to be a conse-

quence of Corollary 2.

Remark.   If, with the same symbols as in Theorem 4, it is assumed that

there exist numbers c, d, C and D(c<d) such that
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(i)  h(x) < C for jc < c,

(ii) hix) >Dfoix>d,

(üi) (A2 + B2)Vl <2(D-C) where A = ffîpis^osnsds and B =

¡l*pis)sinnsds,

then we can show that hypothesis (iii) of Theorem 4 is true, thereby obtaining

the above-mentioned theorem of Lazer and Leach [7] as a particular case.

In fact, using the same symbols as in Theorem 4, we have

J27T
[p(s) - hix)] [a cos ns + b sin ns]ds

o

where x* = acosns + b shins E S0 and Px = x*. We can then write as in Lazer

and Leach [7], x = jc* + (7 - P)x = acosns + bsinns + a(i)cos«s + j3(r)sinns

where a(r) and ß(t) are continuous 2^-periodic and bounded functions. By fol-

lowing the arguments of Lazer and Leach it can be shown that there exists R >

0 such that for Ibc* II > R, the inequality (iii) given by (A2 + 52)%< 2(£> - C)

implies that (pit) - h(x), jc*> < 0 and thus Theorem 4 can be applied to the non-

linear differential equation (16).
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